Recycling Rules Addendum
City of San Diego

California state law (AB 939) requires all cities to achieve a 50 percent diversion rate from landfills by 2000 and to maintain that diversion rate on an ongoing basis. To that end on November 13, 2007, the City of San Diego passed ordinance O-2008-30. The City’s ordinance requires that multi-family complexes generating more than six cubic yard of waste per week, recycle at minimum, recycle at minimum all plastic and glass bottles and jars, paper, newspaper, metal containers and cardboard.

This addendum serves as your required notification of the program on this property.

Property Address

Ordinance requirements:
All residents shall separate all plastic and glass bottles and jars, paper, newspaper, metal cans, and cardboard for recycling. None of these materials shall be deposited in the garbage. Food-soiled papers, such as pizza boxes, are not recyclable.

It is the tenants’ responsibility to participate in the recycling program.

You are required to place all of your recyclable paper, cardboard, cans and bottles in the provided recycling containers. Failure to comply will be considered to be a material violation of this rental agreement and local and state law, which could result in termination of your tenancy as permitted by law.

1. Recycling bins are located on this property:

2. Recycling bins are emptied on:

3. Included with this addendum is a list that describes what materials can and cannot be recycled.
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